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New design 2019

Luna jewellery
Luna continues Valona's the award winning series of
wooden chain jewellery.
It's made zero waste together with other jewellery
peaces.
Material: Finnish birch plywood, silver hooks, nickel free
metal
Colours: wood and black
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Luna 1 earrings 29610 (wood) 29615 (black)
Luna 3 earrings 29620 (wood) 29625 (black)
Luna 5 earrings 29630 (wood) 29635 (black)
Luna necklage 29640 (wood) 29650 (black)

Mini Drop jewellery

NEW DESIGN 2019

Available in wood and black, blue and red.
Materials: Finnish Birch wood, silver hooks, nickel
free metal chain. This jewellery is a little sister of
2D Drop jewellery.
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2D Mini Drop earrings 28590 (wood) 28595
(black) 28592 (blue) 28591 (red)
2D Mini Drop necklace 27590 (wood) 27595
(black) 27592 (blue) 27591 (red)

NEW DESIGN 2019
Valona of North:
Antler Swing jewellery
Available in wood and black.
Materials: Finnish Birch wood, silver hooks, nickel free
metal chain.
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Antler Swing earrings 29510 (wood) 29515 (black)
Antler Swing necklace 29530 (wood) 29535 (black)
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Valona of North:
Antler jewellery
Valona is inspired by northern landscape. It can be seen in our new design. Antler earrings and necklaces are
made out of birch plywood. The smaller earrings and pendant are 3,4cm high and the bigger ones are 5,3cm
high. The small necklace can be adjusted with a lock from 43 to 48 cm. The big necklace has 72cm long
chain. Earring hooks are silver, the chain is nickel free metal.
Antler earrings small 3,4 cm 2931-0 (wood) 2931-5 (black)
Antler earrings big 5,3cm 2932-0 (wood) 2932-5 (black)
Antler necklace small 3,4cm 2933-0 (wood) 2933-5 (black)
Antler necklace big 5,3cm 2934-0 (wood) 2934-5 (black)
Reindeer necklace short chain 2941-0 (wood), 2941-5 (black)
Reindeer necklace long chain 2942-0 (wood), 2942-5 (black)

Valona of North:
Reindeer magnets
Reindeer magnets are available in height 6cm and
height 8cm. Colours: Wood, black, red and blue.
Written text (for example country, area, town is
available on special request.
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Reindeer magnet 6cm 2911-0 (wood) 2911-5 (black)
Reindeer magnet 8cm 2912-0 (wood) 2912-5 (black)

Korona- jewellery
Necklace:
Adjustable nickel free chain 62-67cm.
Earrings have silver studs.
Form# 2018 award was granted to
Korona Black Circle earring.
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Pilke- jewellery
Pilke earrings are ecologically made out of
remaining peaces of Valona's Birch Crystal
decorations and earrings.
Earrings have silver studs.
Earrings can be bought as round and dropshapes in sets of one or three. Minimum order
8 peaces consists of a variety of colours and
shapes.
If not all colours are wanted please make a
request of only certain colours (wood, black,
blue and red).
Round Pilke, diameter 9mm 2811(0/1/2/5)
Drop shape Pilke height 2,8cm 2812(0/1/2/5)
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Halo jewellery
Mini Halo -earrings
Available in natural wood, red, blue, black and also in colour combinations wood + colour.
Mini halo matches perfectly with Halo chain necklace (awarded in FORM#2018 design contest in Frankfurt
Mini Halo earrings
279450wood
279451 red
279452 blue
27945 black
2794501 wood+red
2794502 wood+ blue
2794505 wood+ blue

At Valona, we make feather-light wooden jewellery, birch himmelis and seasonal
decorations such as tree toppers. Valona was founded in 2006 by designer Elina Mäntylä.
We have been a limited liability company since 2018 when Markus Vihottula joined the
company. Our office is located in Marjaniemi, Helsinki, but the design work travels with us
in the archipelagos and the mountains of Lapland. We employ 2-5 employees, depending
on the season, directly or through subcontractors across Finland. In addition to aesthetics,
we value ecology. Birch, therefore, is the right choice of material for us.
Our products are available in approximately 50 design and gift shops around the world. We
strive for international growth because we believe in our products and want the ideology of
ecological and responsible design to be accessible to anyone interested in Nordic design.

www.valona.fi

